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THE 1948 OLYMPIC GAMES, LONDON
In June 1939, just before the start of the
Second World War, the International Olympic
Committee awarded the Games of the
13 Olympiad. 1944, to London. The war
meant that those Games were never held. The
war finished in May 1945 and by October 1945
the British Olympic Council were in discussion
with the President of the IOC, Sigfrid
Edstrom of Sweden, about the possibility of
London hosting the Games of the 14th
Olympiad in 1948. A formal bid followed and in March 1946 a postal
vote by IOC members resulted in the award of the Games to London.
As in 1908, London had just two years to prepare for the
Games. Unlike in 1908, at least the stadium was ready,
Wembley Stadium, built in 1923 for the 1924 Empire
Exhibition:

Lord Burleigh
In July 1947 the Postmaster General authorised the issue of
two stamps and in August 1947 invitations to submit stamp
designs were issued to twenty artists and printers. One of
those designs proved controversial.
At the Antwerp Olympics in 1928 David Cecil, Lord Burghley won Gold in the 400 metres
hurdles. In 1933 he became a member of the International Olympic Committee, and in 1936
Chairman of the British Olympic Association. From 1946 he was Chairman of the Organising
Committee for the 1948 Olympic Games
One of the artists, G.T. Knipe, working for the
printers Harrison & Sons Ltd, was inspired to
include two hurdlers in his design, one of those
hurdlers being Lord Burghley. He anonymised the
image, removing the number '10' from the jersey,
modifying the face to make it unrecognisable. and
darkening the hair, but the fact that the image was
based on a photograph caused considerable
concern. The photograph was owned by Reuters
and the Post Office were
worried about copyright. It REPUBLICA DOMINICAN A
was felt that Lord Burghley's permission would be needed, but the real
worry was "that it would hardly be proper to depict one of his Majesty's
subjects on a postage stamp bearing the King's effigy." Nonetheless
Knipe's design was one of the six chosen to be submitted to the King;
four were recommended, Knipe's was one of two reserve designs so
The King however followed the
that the King had a choice.
recommendations, and did not choose Knipe's design. The delicate
problem was therefore avoided. Olympic collectors had to wait until
1957 for a stamp depicting Lord Burghley, issued by the Dominican
5s
Republic as one of a set commemorating Olympic medallists.
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The Issued Stamps
Four stamps were issued, on 29 July, the opening day of the Games, each designed by a
different artist:
Value
i 2 1/2 d
3d
6d

Postal purpose

Designer

Letter rate

Percy Metcalf

Number sold*

Registration Fee

Stanley D. Scott

Air mail letter

Abram Games

24,397,000

91, 9.1

Overseas & parcels

Edmund Dulac

32,187,000

31, 3.1, 3.B

155,350,000
32,554,000

Cylinders#
21, 2B, 2.1; 31, 313, 3.B
11, 1.1

* Numbers exclude stamps overprinted for use in the # 'I' indicates bottom margin imperf, top margin
perf;
British Post Offices in Bahrain, Kuwait, Muscat,
'13' indicates both margins perforated
Morocco Agencies and Tangier (see p. 4)

Although Harrison's designs were not chosen, they printed the stamps, by photogravure on
multiple crown GVIR watermarked paper, in sheets of 120 (6 x 20), perforated 143A x 14
(three comb).
It does not seem that the International Olympic Committee were consulted about the
designs. Had they been, they would almost certainly have asked for changes to three of the
designs. The 21/2d stamp, designed by Percy Metcalfe CVO, RDI flattens the Olympic Rings
into a line. The 3d stamp designed by Abram Games FSIA spreads the rings rather widely,
while the 6d design by Stanley D. Scott interlocks them incorrectly. The outline design on
the 1/- stamp by Edmund Dulac reproduces the rings most closely.

BY APPOINTMENT
PRINTERS TO HIS MAJESTY THE KING

HARRISON AND SONS, LTD.

OLYMPIC GAMES COMMEMORATIVE STAMPS
PRINTED IN PHOTOGRAVURE FOR THE POSTMASTER GENERAL
BY HARRISON At SONS LTD., LONDON : HAYES : HIGH WYCOMBE
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Varieties and errors

LYNN

There are numerous constant varieties
on the stamps. Some of the more
interesting occur on cylinder blocks.
On the 21/2d, cylinder 2 dot, stamp 19/1
there is a pronounced "ear-lobe" flaw.
On the 3d, cylinder 1, stamp 19/2 there
is a 'hooked 3', while on stamp 20/2
there is a prominent gash on the crown
which was re-touched out during the
print run.
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The 6d value has a unique variety, the
letters "HLP" on the jubilee line
(cylinder 9 dot). These are believed to
stand for "Harrison London Printers".
How they came to be there is
unknown, but they were quickly
retouched out early in the print run.
The varieties can be found on the
overprinted stamps though the relevant
cylinder was not always used in each
territory. The `HLP' variety for example
can be found on Tangier, and possibly
on Kuwait printings.

01 I MIA GAWLS./9-18 Oit if I'll: 6.4.111.

0

Paper folds are known, and
sometimes lead to partimperforate stamps.
Carlhitn, Brothers Bouniville
'ChB' per/in

3
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Overseas
Territories
Overprints:

Value

Bahrain

Kuwait

Muscat

Morocco
Agencies

Tangier

2 1/2 d

99,304

89.264

73,998

107,309

101,965

d

112,515

91,203

72,226

100,020

101,638

6d

112,919

83,677

68,904

94,278

101,175

1/-

87,858

83,395

66,867

93,304

96,190
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Presentation Cards, Packs and Folders
Although official presentation packs were not to be issued for another 16 years, there is an
interesting variety of packs and cards carrying the 1948 Olympic stamps. Harrison's
produced their 'Printers Card' (p. 2) for some years—later printings bear the arms of Queen
Elizabeth. The packs and cards illustrated are unique to the Olympic issue.

Special Issue of Postage Stamps
A pack produced in a numbered
edition of 110 and containing the
British stamps and the overprints for
the 5 territories, in glassine pockets.
It is believed to have been produced
by Harrison's for dignitaries.

Q-3 o
()-21/pic ciNo

Chrisnnas card pradured in .1GL 7714, vamp.,
an, affixed by hinge

Aeronautical d General instruments inntted

CROYDON • ENCL..°

5

Pack produced by the GPO for ITTC delegates
in 1949. The stamps are in glassine pockets

United Kingdom Postage Stamps
Commemorative Olympic Games, r94,t

With
the Compliments

of
the United Kingdom
Delegation

Ildtrnatintal Tdqmpb
ma T4M. Colfinsa

Paris, 1949

Postage Meters

The Wembley Ticket Office used a meter showing the Olympic Rings encircled by a
running track. This was in use from late 1947. The Rank Organisation, who made or
distributed the Olympic film, also had a meter, which has only recently been discovered,
more than 50 years after the event!

From

OLYMPIC PHZ....
F

36 , W

T1011700
EET

LON

„--■•■•■

CEN. 5335

Miss W. Riokeby,
Accrington House,
Kirby Moor-side,
YORK.

PHOTOGRAPHS - DO NOT BEND
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The Olympic Photo
did not
Association
have a meter, but used
an address label with
Olympic Rings in red.

The Olympic Slogan Postmark
There were three dies of the Olympic Rings machine cancel, but only two were used, one at
Wembley itself in use throughout the Games from 29 July to 14 August, with a reserve Wembley die
at Harrow used only on 29 July. The key difference between the daters lies in the letters 'M'. The
slippage of Die II shows one of the reasons it was only used on the first day—rt did not fit well in the
machine

Wembley Skeleton Postmarks
Where the Olympic stamps had been missed by the slogan a skeleton canceller was used
(or a double-ring handstamp especially after 29 July). Four cancellers were available at
Wembley, though the fourth die does not appear to have been used on mail. One die is
reported as showing WIDDLESEX for a short period.
One skeleton was sent to Harrow for the
Olympic overflow mail (Type II dater with the
'rings' machine cancel). The skeleton has
the date in the centre.

8.45.AM

/fr

23 JY4?
/
e

l'osonaster's proof; of the 4 skeletons at

H'endiki.
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Wembley Olympic Post office cds
A temporary post office was set up in Wembley Civic Hall, and mail posted in six designated
post-boxes received a special machine cancel with the Olympic Rings from 29 July to
14 August. Overseas collectors in particular were disappointed there was no hand-back
service, and registered mail received only a plain WEMBLEY. MIDDLESEX' counter stamp.
numbered 11-16, and not the slogan. A 'WEMBLEY 40' registration label was used.

14th. OLYMPIAD

ill) .41P1 'GAME 194

•
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Other Olympic Post Offices and Postmarks
While Wembley Stadium was the heart of the Games. many events took place elsewhere.
Not all of these ancillary venues had special postal facilities. As in 1908, Bisley was the
shooting venue, and mail sent from the temporary Camp post office was cancelled with a
single or double-ring cds.

1 azt-ce.,,,N.A41.4
23
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The TORQUAY A registration label
identifies this cover as one mailed
from the temporary post office at
the Marine Spa

At Torquay, where the yachting events were held, there was a temporary Olympic post
office at the Marine Spa. Ordinary mail posted there received the normal wavy line
postmark, but registered mail received a 'TORQUAY' cds accompanied by a 'TORQUAY A'
registration label.

RI

HENLEY-ONTHAMES P

M 54 4 1

Henley was again the rowing
venue and a mobile post office was
stationed there from 5-12 August.
il
"'"'" Another mobile post office was at
Aldershot for the equestrian evens
' 9-13 August.

Trie Hir.s.re ROUT. Am> OLva..IC Rt1141MOSINOUIL
raw 11.6.01.
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The Olympic Villages
The principal Olympic Village was at Richmond Park military camp, with additional
accommodation at Uxbridge and West Drayton R.A.F. camps. Each had an Olympic branch
post office, open from 5 or 8 July until 21 August. Richmond Park used a KINGSTON-ONTHAMES cds, numbers 9 & 10, and a KINGSTON-ON-THAMES 33 registration label. West
Drayton had three WEST DRAYTON MIDDX skeletons (nos. 6, 7, & 8) and WEST
DRAYTON

5 labels, while Uxbridge had two skeletons (10 & 11) and

used UXBRIDGE 28

registration labels.

Registered cover
senifiyini
Richmond Park
Olympic tillage
hi' an Italian
weightlifter,
Guiseppe
Cokimono
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A telegram sent to the Swedish
Soccer Team in the Richmond
Park Olympic Village, with
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KINGSTON-ON-THAMES 10 -

•Ifephone 'TELEGRAMS ENQUIRY - or call, with this form
id be accompanied by this form,
It possible, the en

cds arrival marker
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c

WEST DRAYTON

5

No 0128

WEST DRAYTON 6—date in 2 lines
WEST DRAYTON 7—single line
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Most mail seen
from Olympians
sent from
Uxbridge has
the regular
wavy line
cancel, or a
standard
double-ring cds:
the skeletons
are rare.

Bn4;11
6.froi,atp&-wk.-.
Postcard sent by M. de
Capriles, a judge from the USA
who presided over a number
of foil matches in the fencing.
(US stamp added when the
card was redirected)
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Note the FIBA cachet. Basketball was at Harringay Arena:
'Finsbury Park was the nearest Post Office. POOC' stands for
posted out of course' - the letter was marked for registration, but
just put in a mail box: the R-label was added in the sorting office.
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Olympic Air letter
Britain's first commemorative air letter (the
term 'aerogramme' was not coined until later)
was also issued on 29 July, with the same
imprinted design as the ad. stamp. Four
million were printed by McCorquodale & Co
Ltd using a letterpress printer. Uncut sheets
of eight were sent to Harrisons who added the
stamp in photogravure, and cut the sheets.
This two-stage process inevitably meant
errors, from a straightforward mis-alignment
of the stamp. through the stamp being
inverted and on the wrong part of the sheet as
a result of the sheet being fed into the printer
the wrong way round. to a completely missing
stamp. An intense aniline ink was also used
for a small part of the print run.

BY AIR MAIL

AIR LETTER
CLOGFD
IF ANYTI4IN, Is EI,
THIS UTTER WILL BE 'ANY
BY ORDINARY MAR.
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Fmchley Pool was the
venue for preliminary
water polo matches.

The Torch Relay
The Olympic Torch Relay was introduced in 1936 for the Berlin Games, and on 17 July1948
the Flame was it for a second time for the relay to London. Political unrest in Greece meant
the Torch was unable to go from Olympia to Athens. so it was taken straight to the Greek
coast, on by warship to Corfu and Italy. then runners took it through Switzerland, France.
Luxembourg and Belgium. It arrived in Dover on 28 July, and took a slightly circuitous route
to Wembley (via Windsor) for the opening Ceremony, when the athlete John Mark lit the
Olympic Cauldron.
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• Isle of Man portrait
of John Mark, 2004
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Letter of thanks from the
Torch Relay organiser to
one of his assistants.
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Postcards
Shortage of paper and
card meant that there
were very few
postcards, and no
contemporaneous
views of the Games. Cards of
the Stadium etc. were mostly
remainders from the Empire
Exhibition and before the war.
One card is known from
Henley (p. 9).

SOUVENIR POSTCARD
xl Y.. OLYMPIC GAM

'
3144'

4
GOR•s1WOPID•NC16.

This rare card, designed by V.
Milich can be found on various
card stocks in white, buff, or
pink.
Other cards came from
abroad:
Austria.
Czechoslovakia, Sweden.
Broadcasting the Games
The BBC Broadcasting Centre
was in the former Empire
Exhibition Palace of Arts (as
depicted on this contemporary
BBC postcard). Radio
commentaries and reports were
sent around the world from all
the venues, and for the first time,
there were television broadcasts
from the Stadium and from the
Empire Pool swimming events.

von, Otirr..cbActsen
OlyaIp•sche. Ccu.k .p..noe. dos
Olynnzo-fonch

lieramimgMeen

`-f44-c

Austrian Olympic
Committee card used
from West Drayton
Olympic Village
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Stamps from Other Countries
1948 saw the first of what has become a flood of philatelic issues for the Olympic Games,
from Monaco. Subjects included tennis which was not an Olympic sport in 1948. Stamps
and a miniature sheet from Peru included shooting, and a Peruvian, Vasquez Cam took
Gold in the 50m. Pistol competition. Austria commemorated the Torch, though the relay did
not go there, and it certainly did not go to Korea!

JEUX OLYMPIQUES DE LONDRES 1948
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Postmark Appeal—Finland
While the Peru miniature sheet was surcharged for a children's hospital, roller cancels
"Support the Olympic Appeal" were used in a dozen towns in Finland. In most towns the
slogan was just in Finnish. but in Helsinki, Turku and Vasa the text was also in Swedish.
The Helsinki single-ring roller is common, all others are scarce or rare. Combination covers
are known with Olympic roller cancel from one town, and Olympic roller from another town
as an arrival marker on reverse.
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The other towns
are:
Kemi
Kuopio
Lahti
Lappeenranta
Oulu
Tampere
Vaasa
(12 in all)

Vignettes
211MONITT—'77-

ITES POSTA.F

U S Olympic Committee:

in red, blue, green or purple,

ue; tit u STAflS VISTA
COMM 1:

perforated or imperforate.

AILL.VInt
Hungarian
French
Federation Olympic
of Boxing Committee

Polish Olympic Committee:

IsLAND
W/181°61X 1948

Icelandic Olympic
Committee
(known also in
brown, overprinted
'SPECIMEN')

10 & 20 zloty (20z1 exists in dark blue or brown
Sponsors
While Omega were the official timekeepers for
the Olympic Games, rival Longines were official
watch suppliers for the
1948 US Olympic
Committee (advertising
meter).
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Matchbox labels
There are a
number of
variations of each
design known

Germany and Japan
As a consequence of the Second World War, Germany and Japan were not invited to
participate in the Games. An unusual Japanese postal stationery card depicting the official
poster referred to their exclusion, and the fact that they could still see the Games on the
news, in newspapers and in the movies. The card advertised 'Heltus D' energy tablets and
syrup made by the Dai Nihon Seiyaku Company

O

29 JULY 1948 14 AUGUST

LONDON
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Swedish Publicity Card—
Stockholm News
The sports editorial team of
Stockholms-Tidningen rented a
house in Oakington [sic] Avenue
Wembley for the period of the
Games and issued this publicity
l ishs;1, 15(ger Swintlatt-Twdenterif, rqu
4ya1nia sponvadinw

Spero, an. r
STOCK Hp1,111ti -TIDIY INGO'

card with imprinted pseudo-stamp
and pseudo postmark.
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1948 OLYMPIC MEDALLISTS
Fanny Blankers-Koen
Every Olympic Games produces a star, and in 1948 it was Fanny Blankers-Koen, "the
Flying Dutchwoman" who won four Gold medals in the sprints. In the 100m and 200m she
comfortably beat Britons into second place. but in the 80m. hurdles secured her victory by a
nose. Her fourth medal was in the 4 x 100m relay.
Maldives
1996

Guyana 1991
Dominican Republic
1957
Palau 1996:
Bob Mathias
Bob Mathias
se-tenant
Bob Mathias of the USA won the
decathlon at just 17 years of age, the with Fanny
Blankersyoungest athletics gold medallist in
Koen
Olympic history. Bad weather caused the
second day's events to drag on into the
evening. In the half-light the mark left by his discus could not be found, Sivincents $1 40
and he was given an estimated distance. There were no in-field lights, PRE GRENADINES
so car headlights were used to illuminate the foul-line for the javelin,
and the final race, the 1500m., finished at 10:35 pm, 12% hours after
the first event of the day. Bob Mathias successfully defended his title in
1952 at Helsinki.
St. Vincent
2008

■OM MARNAS

St. Vincent 1996

Dominican Republic
1957

Tanzania
1995
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Emil Zatopek
Emil Zatopek's feat of winning Gold and Silver in London in 1948, and three Golds
Helsinki, for 5.000m., 10.000m. & marathon, has been celebrated in his home count
Czechoslovakia, now the Czech Republic, with stamps, handstamps and postage met
and in other countries (as well as those illustrated, there is a Czech postmark from Prag
in 1999, marking his Helsinki victory):
MY IWO YMPLADY0.Q.
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A postal stationery envelope sponsored
by the local authority in Lezat, southern
France, commemorating local hero
Jacques Dupont who took Gold in the
1 km cycling time trial
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Laszlo Papp
Hungary's LaszIO Papp won middleweight Gold in the 1948 boxing tournament, and lightmiddleweight in 1952 and 1956. He retired in 1965, unbeaten, and became coach for the
Hungarian Olympic team.
His Olympic victories were commemorated on a miniature sheet and postal stationery card
from his native Hungary in 2006, and by stamps from other countries:

BO ive uukt
Papp Laszlo
1926-2003

Olimptu

Mongolia 1969
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Sierra Leone
2008

Turski Zbigniew (Poland)
Olympic Arts, Music Gold for
"Olympic Symphony" (there is a 1980
postal
card
also)
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Aldar Gerevich
The Hungarian fencer Aladar Gerevich is the only athlete in any sport to win the same
Olympic event six times, and the only athlete to earn Gold Medals in six different Olympics.
In 1932 at Los Angeles he won his first Gold medal in the team sabre. His second was at
the same event in Berlin in 1936. He also earned a Bronze medal in the individual sabre. In
1948 in London he triumphed in both the individual and the team sabre, and came 5th in the
team foil. In 1952 Gerevich won Gold in team sabre, Silver in individual sabre and Bronze in
team foil. 1956 saw another Gold in the team sabre: he came 5th in the individual sabre.
Finally in Rome in 1960 he earned his 6th Gold medal in the team sabre.
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Sammy Lee
Dr. Lee won Gold in the 10m. platform diving, and Bronze in the 3m.
springboard He repeated his 10m. feat in 1952 and went on to coach
other outstanding US divers.
Tapio Rautavaara
Tapio Rautavaara won gold
for Finland in the javelin. He
subsequently became one of
Finland's most popular
singers, with many hits and
three gold discs.

Tanzania
1995

Central African
Republic 1996
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Joseph de Pietro, & Harold Sakata
Joseph de Pietro took Gold for the USA in the bantamweight weightlifting, with a world and
Olympic record points total.
Harold Sakata, born in Hawaii of Japanese ancestry, took Silver for the USA in the lightheavyweight class. He later became famous as the villain Oddjob in the James Bond film
Goldfinger.

Grenada
1996

Eduardo R'sso, & Gert Fredricksson
Uruguay's Eduardo Risso won the silver medal
in the men's single sculls.
Uruguay
1996
Sweden
1992

Gert Fredricksson won two Kayak Gold medals, in
the 1 km & 10 km. He won more medals in 1952,
1956 & 1960, before becoming coach to the Swedish
team.
Rodney Wilkes
Trinidad competed in the Olympic Games for the first time in
1948, and Rodney Wilkes took a Silver Medal for them in the
featherweight weight-lifting. He earned Bronze in 1952.
Arthur Wint
Arthur Wint won Gold for Jamaica in the 400m. in world
record time, and Silver in the Millm"dallamildhaddlimaihadadhilibb
800m., coming second to Mal TRINIDAD& TOBAGO
ctromttao
Whitfield of the USA, who beat
him again in Helsinki in 1952.
He secured his 2nd Gold
Medal in the Helsinki 4 x 400m
relay.
10c
Grenada 1968
(also 2c. Violet)
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Competitors on postmarks and meters (franking machine impressions)
Delfo Cabrera, Argentina
Gold: marathon
CELEBRA DIA
OLIMPICO

im.ARCHAAIROBICA

Vaclav Cevona, (Czech)
4th: 1,500 metres
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Herb Douglas, (USA)
Bronze: long jump
1948
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Long Jump • Wembley Stadium • London,
Eligka Misakova & Vera Ruiickova, (Czech)
Gold: women's team gymnastics
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Argentine medallists: ' fjUENO'
Gold: Cabrera, marathon
Perez, boxing, fly-weight
Iglesias, boxing, heavy-weight
(the cancel mentions rowing, but no
Argentinian won a rowing medal)
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This booklet aims to give a detailed overview of the 1948 Olympics for collectors, covering the
basic ground, and introducing some of the more specialist items; space does not permit 100%
coverage. The comprehensive story of Britain's 1948 stamp issue, including the unaccepted
designs, is told by Bob Wilcock and Douglas Muir respectively in the British Philatelic Bulletin
1988-89, published by Royal Mail, and the postal history in W. G. Stitt Dibden's "The 1948
Olympics at Wernbley"1959.
The author is grateful to Alan Sabey for certain illustrations in this article from his medal winning
collection, and also to John Crowther.

Bob Wilcock, December 2008; marathonOsocietyofolvmpiccollectors.org
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Membership of the Society of Olympic Collectors
Membership starts on election, of which applicants will be notified, and will last for one
calendar year. All back issues of the magazine for the current year will be sent to
members joining during the year.
Junior members are those aged under 18 years in the year of joining, subscription rates
are half of the adult rate until the 18th birthday.
All applications should be made to the Secretary.
Annual subscription rates for 2008 - 2012 are:
U.K. £14.00; Europe, £17.00 (€ 24, $US 35).
Outside Europe, £19.00 (€ 27, $US 39, $AU 42)
Acceptable forms of payment: Sterling, $US, $Australian or € currency notes; Sterling
cheques; PayPal - in £ sterling.
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All members may participate in the International
Circulating Packet. Original Olympic and sports stamps
and postal history items are sent to the Packet Manager
together with photocopies or scans. The Manager
circulates the copies, not the material itself, so there are
no insurance problems compared with a traditional
packet.
All items are offered at fixed prices, and the Packet is a
very good way to build up your collection, and to dispose
of swaps.

Society Auction
Our postal Auction List is distributed with each issue of
Torch Bearer and offers the opportunity to sell and buy
material amongst collectors with a common interest. The
auction enjoys a high level of sales and presents a
regular chance to add to your collection.
400 to 500 lots are usually offered, all with a reserve price
stated - many lots carry reserves between £1 and £5 and
no buyers premium!

Publications and Souvenirs
The Society has produced a number of handbooks for
collectors, and will continue to do so: Beijing 2008 and
London 2012 will be well documented by SOC!
The Society produces a modest number of philatelic and
postal souvenirs each year.

OLYMPIC COLLECTORS AUCTION
Philatelic • Numismatic • Phonecards • Postcards • Posters • Pins • Badges
Medals • Torches • Tickets • Programs • Official Reports • Bid Books
By Olympic Collectors for Olympic Collectors

No commission charges for buyers • Low commission charges for vendors

On the Internet at www.coubertin.com

